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Please send the completed form via e-mail 
info@erbacher-stiftung.de to or fax it to: +49 9371 940 249.

Coverage for the Erbacher Foundation

1. Name, address and e-mail of the conducting organization/of the applicant:

2. Name, address and e-mail of the responsible local project partner:

3. Project title from the application: title, city, country:

4. When did you receive financial aid from the Erbacher Foundation (month/year)? 

5. How much was the financial aid from the Erbacher Foundation (Euro)? 
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Evaluate the project’s results using the annexed evaluation matrix:

6. Has the project’s objective been achieved?

7. What particularities developed during the realization of the project? 
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8. Was there any deviation from the project plan? Please explain any deviation in detail.
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9. Did the project have any influence on the surrounding region? 
 

 Yes   No

Description

10. How is the sustainability of the project being assured (financially/actual effect)?

11. How is the project’s long-term benefit for the population being assured?
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12. Will the conducting organization keep in touch with the target group after the project?

13. Please submit descriptive photos and, where necessary, video material which we can also use for our PR 
work (e.g. website):

• Documentation of conducting and result of the project (including description of photos) 
• Photos of the local project responsible parties along with explanations of the local situation
• Photos of the actual beneficiary with statements / reports (the situation before/after)
• Atmospheric photos (close-ups etc) in addition to documentary photos

14. Evaluate the project results. Please use the logframe form available for download here: 
www.erbacher-stiftung.de/en/file-an-application/coverage.html

Evaluation of Project Results (based on the project plan / logframe)

Objective Hierarchy Results Evaluation Explanation
Key
(A) over-achieved
(B) achieved
(C) partially 
achieved
(D) not achieved

Planned objective Achieved project objective Evaluation Explanation

Text Text ( ) Text

Planned output Achieved output Evaluation Explanation

Text
1)

Text ( ) Text

2)

3)

4)

Planned activities Conducted activities Evaluation Explanation

Text
1.1
1.2

Text ( ) Text

2.1
2.2

3.1
3.2

4.1
4.2

Personal signature of the local project responsible  _______________________________________

Signature of the applicant if applicable ____________________________________________

The conducting organization/the applicant confirms to having provided accurate and truthful information:

 
(Name)

Please send the completed request via e-mail to:

Christine Wagner 
info@erbacher-stiftung.de

or fax it to: 
+49 9371 940 5 880

http://www.erbacher-stiftung.de/en/file-an-application/coverage.html
mailto:info@erbacher-stiftung.de

	Feld_1:     Name:        Weltweit - Gesellschaft zur Förderung lokaler Initiativen e.V.    Address:     Talstr. 1, 65812 Bad Soden    Website:  www.welt-weit.org       
	Feld_2:      Name:        Practical Permaculture Institute Zanzibar    Address:     Msim Farm, Shakani Zanzibar    Website:     www.permaculture-eastafrica.com    Name:         Agness Anania Bweye    Address:     Shakani, Zanzibar    E-mail:       myaggy11@gmail.com
	Feld_3:   Project Title:    Nutritional and Medicinal Gardens for Pregnant Women and Mothers (NMG)  City:                 Zanzibar  Country:          Tanzania
	Feld_4: 12/2018
	Feld_5: 8.600 
	Feld_6:     The objectives have been well achieved; The main objective was to train pregnant women and mothers on the subject of nutrition and medicinal garden. A total of 110 women (both pregnant and mothers) received trainings which were delivered theoretically and practically. These trained women are acting as multipliers of received knowledge in the surrounding community thus creating a ripple effect to a large number of people.    Another objective was to establish demonstration gardens at the health clinics and home gardens to some women. This has also been achieved; four gardens have been established, one at each health clinic. These gardens contain both nutritional and medicinal plants. Home gardens were implemented for eight women, two from each clinic. These gardens were improved to be permaculture gardens for those who already had existing gardens.    Other achievements outside of the objectives was establishing long lasting cooperation with the community.     
	Feld_7:   During the implementation of this project the following activities were held successfully:      Trainings; the project conducted four trainings at different times which included a total of 110 women. The trainings were conducted for each of the targeted clinics which are Shakani, Kisauni, Kombeni and Chukwani. Every clinic selected targeted women (pregnant women and mothers of children under 5 years), Community Health Volunteers (CHV) and nurses/ environmental person to attend a week of training at the Permaculture Institute. During these trainings the women were educated on the use of natural medicine, health food and growing their own gardens at home sustainably. The gardening education was provided by the PPIZ team and natural medicine training by a local certified herbalist.     Demonstration gardens; soon after finishing each training there was an implementation of a demonstration garden at the clinic. This was done by the garden team of PPIZ and the women who attended a training, community members were also invited to come and take part in these implementations. The outcome of this element is four gardens one at each clinic, the gardens included nutritional and medicinal plants such as moringa, aloe vera, chaya and different fruit trees. The clinic gardens are also used as the mother gardens where women can get seedlings from when they want to plant at their own gardens. They belong to the women and the health clinic so these are the primary people who take care of them daily. PPIZ garden team visit for check ups and advice.      Home gardens; the project supported women who established their own gardens at home already. The support was provided to turn these gardens into permaculture gardens which utilizes natural resources surrounding them and not synthetic agricultural inputs. They were provided with indigenous seeds, taught how to make compost and natural pesticides. Two women from each clinic were supported under this category and the follow up and further engagement with them continues.      Media campaign; another activity that was held was the media tour to campaign for natural farming and natural medicine uses. Through this activity four media houses were reached, two television stations, one radio station and one online TV. The project manager went to these media with different women to be interviewed and explain the way they benefited from taking part in the program but even bigger than that was to raise awareness to the whole community how the uses of natural resources to farm and as medicine is important for the environment.      Production unit; this was done differently as planned, instead of establishing a production unit at the health clinic, the project team decided to invest on women who soon after receiving a training were eager to start a business with the knowledge acquired. Each clinic had a person who was supported to start a business on natural medicine, where they use available plants to make powdery medicines, super foods and medicinal oil to treat different diseases. They were supported in terms of improving packaging, labeling and quality of their products.       Monitoring and Evaluation; NMG team closely follow up the health clinics, the women who received the training and all activities that was conducted throughout the project. The aim is to monitor and evaluate the work that has been done so that the results can be seen and also to make sure everything has a positive impact to the community. The team visits each clinic at least once a month, with the aim to know the health progress of the women who received a training but also to visit the  demonstration gardens. For women supported with home garden establishment are visited twice a month, a goal for this is to make sure the larger community learns through these gardens. During these visits there are seeds exchange and small garden activities that take place.
	Feld_8:           Yes there was a slight deviation from the project plan. Instead of establishing a production unit at the health clinic the project team decided to support women who showed interest of starting a small business in the natural medicine field. The deviation was necessary due to the nature of the health centers, as they do not have enough space and facilities to produce products at a high level of hygiene. It was also difficult to find a person with the time and real committment to manage the production unit because of their livelihoods. Instead of establishing these units at the clinics, the project team decided to invest on interested women on starting a small business out of the knowledge they received. This was considered an investment because someone who already showed potential and interest is more likely to succeed. This proofed to be the right decision as those women are continuing well with their production.     Another deviation happened at the end of the project due to the outbreak of the Corona Virus pandemic, the follow up seminars for the target group could not be conducted; currently the institute is closed since March due to the cancellation of all workshops and trainings by the government. Since the PPIZ staffs are not at work it became difficult for the team to visit the health clinics, women and track their progresses as well. The project manager only contact these women via phone calls but it is difficult to monitor their improvements and challenges by personal visits.
	Feld_9: Auswahl1
	Feld_9b:       The project was designed to benefit the community of West B District, a district that the Permaculture Institute is located. The women and very few men of this community were educated on natural ways of gardening as well as the use of medicinal plants to prevent diseases. These 100+ people who received the education took the knowledge back home and shared with their neighbors and family members.      As part of the project; there were implementations of gardens at the health clinic centers which benefit the entire community. These gardens are not only used by the participants of the project but the whole community at large.      Some of the participants started their own gardens at home soon after completing the six days training that they received. These gardens became an example for their neighbors who found the advantage of having medicinal plants close to home. Others started natural medicine businesses where they make medicinal oil for helping with skin problems.      This showed how much they were influenced and inspired by this project. One of the women who declared to hold a very negative perception towards natural medicine, said that she was very happy to help her young nephew who suffered from diabetes mellitus by using the medicinal plants she learned during the project.
	Feld_10:      Sustainability is assured through various ways, the first one is the impact of the work that has been done. The team made sure this project creates a ripple effects by training beneficiaries to share all knowledge acquired in trainings. In all garden implementations surrounding community members were invited to join and take part in garden works, this was done to establish contact between PPIZ and the community so that even when the project ends they will own these gardens and a knowledge that came with them.     One health clinic worker who works as a Health and Environmental officer at Shakani and Kisauni clinic was very interested in permaculture, she received a sponsorship to study Permaculture Design Course (PDC) and got a foundation certificate in permaculture. She currently works as a volunteer supervisor for the two gardens and the women from the surrounding area. She is giving consultation as a give back from the education she received.    PPIZ is as well planning to educate more women from this project in the PDC every time there is a course for locals.
	Feld_11:        The long term benefit for the population is assured by working hand in hand with the Community Health Volunteers (CHV) and the Health Clinic staffs. These two groups work daily with the larger community, so we have trained them to be multipliers of the knowledge that has been acquired throughout the project. Some CHV are already organizing classes to teach people who have not attended the trainings, this is done at the health clinics they are serving.      Another way the project benefit the population is when the team implements demonstration gardens at the clinics and home gardens for women, our beneficiaries are informed to invite other community members so that they can also learn practically. Through this the community has learned the importance of having a garden at home and using natural medicines.       The institute provides moral and material support to people we believe can take the knowledge further. They receive new seeds and seedlings from the institute for longer period.       When these multipliers are conducting seminars on days that a member of the garden team from the institute is free, that person is assigned to attend for support and help spread the knowledge and awareness.      
	Feld_12:        The conducting organization will definitely keep in touch with the target group even after the project. First because the area that the project was implemented is in the same district with the institute so it is easier to monitor the development of the gardens at the clinics but also frequently visiting the women and their home gardens.       Second, the institute has a record of following up its projects even after the implementation phases are finished. This is done to ensure that the work done by the institute is sustainable and has a lasting impact on the society and its people.       All the participants of the project and the four health clinic have established the long term relationship with the institute, whereby they are all welcomed to visit the institute and learn more we also provide seedlings for free to those who are committed and show actual progress.       
	Feld_15: Kajo Stelter  
	Absenden: 


